International platform for
Steel, Steel Fabrication, Foundry, Metal Forming, Welding, Cutting, Finishing & Machine Tools!

11th EDITION
27-29 FEBRUARY 2020
Egypt Inter. Exhibition Centre Egypt

9th EDITION
SEPTEMBER 2020
Riyadh Inter. Exhibition Centre Saudi Arabia
FABEX / METAL & STEEL

A PLATFORM THAT PROMISES SUCCESS!

With each passing year, Metal & Steel exhibition alongside with FABEX Exhibition has already proved to be the first choice of the industry professionals and quality buyers of all hues connected to the full spectrum of the Steel, Steel fabrication, Foundry, Metal Forming, Welding, Cutting, Finishing and Machine Tools in the Middle East & Africa.

The event combined key exhibitors representing leading brands that offer new technologies and innovative products, including the very latest technologies, furnaces, equipments, live-machines displays. Further to new business opportunities with industrial visitor profile including key decision makers, manufacturers, producers, agents, consultants, users and governmental bodies have been created during three days.

In 2020, FABEX will expand attendee and supplier opportunities to exchange ideas and promote technological progress featuring the most advanced and innovative technology through an extensive seminar programme "ME Steel Day". You'll gain the knowledge you need to drive your business forward into the future of the industry and become a regional market leader.

Whatever your role in the industry, there is a space for you at Metal & Steel / FABEX that will place your products and services, technologies and ideas in front of an engaged audience with real buying power!

Participants Main Profile:

A Complete manufacturing process, technology and services platform as follows:

- Iron & Steel billet & Rebars, Galvanized & Coated flat steel, steel profiles, steel bars, rolled steel, round steel.
- Hot and Cold Rolled Coils, Steel rolling mills, Special Steel.
- Sheet Metal, Steel structures, Tubes, Pipes, Wires, Cables
- Thermo Process Technology & Refractory.
- Induction Melting Furnaces and Equipments.
- Foundry Machinery and Metallurgical Equipments.
- Laser and CNC equipments.
- Welding, Cutting, Bending, Joining Technologies, surface preparation.
- Machine tools for thermal, electro-chemical and other processes.
- Machine tools, thermal & industrial Machinery and Equipments.
- Software, CAD/CAM, Robotics and process Automation Technologies.
- Precision tools, Parts, components, accessories.
- Material flow and storage technology.
- Instrumentation, Testing, Coolants, lubricants, bearings.

Tel: (+202) 2270 35 84/85
Mobile & What's app.: (+2) 010 666 73 344
Fax: (+202) 2270 35 86
website: riyadh@arabiangerman.com
marketing@arabiangerman.com